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quarantine profiles

ALBERT VILAR,
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
Albert Vilar has been with Tabush

Group for over two years. As Director of
Operations, Albert handles the day-today responsibilities of the business,
always trying to keep us positioned for
growth. Albert is also a new dad and
welcomed his son, Tomeu, into the
world during the quarantine.

What's your go-to working from home

We will leave that answer alone. First thing

snack? Camembert cheese with blueberry

you'll do when the quarantine? A beer in a

jam and a nice cup of red wine.

pub first followed by a flight to Barcelona so
Tomeu can meet his grandparents.

We need to invite you to our next picnic!
What's been your favorite binge watching

Aww, that will be one very special trip back

experience this month? Game of Thrones…

home! What movie title describes your stay-

yes, I never saw the show. Doing it now. S4 so

at-home experience? Groundhog Day and

far.

Rear Window, I’ve had tons of time to try to
figure out what my neighbors are doing.

Nice of you to catch up to the rest of the
world! What have you been stocking up on?

What's it like becoming a dad during

I can eat garbanzos for a month and they still

quarantine? Exciting! Nights full of sleep,

seem to be there in my pantry. Don’t ask me

plenty of spare time, relaxing hobbies with

how, but, I’m not a big fan. And pampers,

the newborn….haha, yeah, right!? But I like

pampers and more pampers.

how that sounds. I’ll think about it while I’m
dreaming (I would need to sleep to dream, so

We’re almost certain garbanzo beans

I don’t know). No complaints though!

multiply when we aren’t looking, because
they’re always there! What do you wish you

We feel you! Congratulations and try to catch

had stocked up on? Toilet paper, mostly in

a nap when you can soon!

initial quarantine days. I ran out and had to
use “alternatives.”

